Chevy silverado door

The Chevrolet Silverado is a range of trucks manufactured by General Motors under the
Chevrolet brand. The fourth generation of the model line was introduced for the model year. In
Mexico, heavy-duty versions of the Silverado use the Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While sharing
chassis and bodies, the model chronology of the Silverado and Sierra are different, with five
generations of the Sierra and four of the Silverado. Largely the successor to the GMT chassis,
the medium-duty Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet, with no plans for an equivalent GMC
version. A small refresh for models was introduced in , bringing slight design changes and an
upgrade to the audio and HVAC controls. The later By the end of , a final design was chosen
and finalized for production in June at 36 months ahead of scheduled start in June Development
sign-off was issued in late , with pre-production and series production commencement in June
There are a number of models of light-duty Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS ,
and Hybrid. The light-duty trucks use the name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box
is only available with the crew cab and extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and
a 3-door extended cab were available, along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8.
In , a driver's side door option became available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and
the crew-cab body was added to the lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an
optional lighter composite box, with a suspension package for towing, but lacked the
high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced
a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra in , with a new front end and a slightly updated
rear end. In the Silverado received another facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD
models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was
used from to Its SUV counterparts retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal
offset crash test for poor structural integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were
recorded on the dummy's body regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was
changed to Sierra Denali , but the specifications remained essentially the same except for the
addition of Quadrasteer and GM changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a
4. The Sierra Denali was initially equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard
equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and
improved lane changing while towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra
Denali after the model year and its entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option.
Launched in early , the Silverado SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is
based on the Silverado Extended Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive
train and both exterior and interior appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was
the same engine used for the second generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was
dropped and the rear wheel drive was the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in
both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The
truck came with several minor appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests,
Intimidator custom badging , but was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled
trucks, only were made the remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks
before the These trucks were only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with
cloth or leather interior. Also features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced
in to a limited market mainly consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was
available nationwide for MY It was available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This
special edition package under option code B4V included several options previously not found
on the standard model, most notably the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on
extended cab standard box 2WD trucks. The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8.
The models were upgraded with the larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine
was available for a two-wheel drive application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package,
interior choices ranged from basic cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color
options available with this package. In , the Vortec Max trailering package became available.
This was because the Vortec Max package was intended for max trailer towing, while the
Performance Edition was intended more for customers who wanted the Silverado SS
mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also made available in addition to the
extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing capacity with the VortecMax
Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not
actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of micro hybrid design. The truck
uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from customers for more than what they were
worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of power for the accessories make this truck
well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at idle for hours at a time. Availability was
extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck
was generally available to retail buyers throughout North America. The HD variant was a

heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison
transmission with the Vortec and Duramax 6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and
high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had 5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box
model with two and four-wheel-drive, the Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The
center console area provided an area to store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well
as extra charging points for them and an area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage
trays and larger cupholders throughout the cab, including one temperature controlled
cupholder. The exterior featured lower body cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome
grille. These trucks also featured a standard bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet,
and many optional accessories suited to tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series
came standard with the 5. Other factors, such as options, can also affect these numbers. It
features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame, and suspension as well as power increases on
certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics
over their predecessors like steeply raked windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve
fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door
regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with front-opening rear doors that now open degrees
similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional
two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same
billet grille from the other Denali models, and also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra
Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After
skipping the model year, with being the last for the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model
was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a
nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique transmission houses the electric motors
along with three different planetary gear sets and four traditional clutches. There were two dash
options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics
the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional upright dash to make room for a passenger
seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size trucks were no longer sold in United States
and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6
engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake controller , first available on the Silverado and
Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks. A refresh followed with all models, including
new interior door panels which moved the handle forward and added an additional cup holder
and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was
given wider availability, now being optional on LT and SLE extended and crew cabs, completely
supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process. The new Z71 Appearance Package was
optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille and front fascia, body color door handles
and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge
cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another refresh. Trailer sway control and hill
start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The 6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison transmission is paired with the optional
Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates new upper and lower control arms and
new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger and lighter than the previous arms, while
the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each
gross weight rating allows for better control over vehicle height, resulting in improved handling
and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front
axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to accommodate a snow plow. Additional front
suspension enhancements come from new urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper
shock mount has been changed from a single stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the
possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs
that are wider and capable of greater load handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves,
with front and rear spring sections of different lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in
axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak
and side curtain airbags are optional on certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a
"Good" score in their frontal crash test, however models equipped with or without optional side
curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the
platform and changed to K2XX. The third generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4.
Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen multimedia interface system will be available on most models.
A Bose premium audio system, as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be
available on most models. OnStar will be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado
rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's
frame is built with high strength steel as well. The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on

the hood, for the engine block and for the control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is
made of roll-formed steel instead of stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save
weight and gain strength. The third generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country
edition which includes saddle brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the
luxury market. A revised front end features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series
Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado
completed assembly on April 29, The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the
Silverado HD Series being available in early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was
issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent
specialists imported and converted Silverado and GMC Sierra for Australian and
right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6. No version was offered. For the
model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new OnStar telematics system with
4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint color options, new exterior tow
mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of trucks equipped with a front bench
seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and amp alternators for models equipped
with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special Edition for the Silverado truck series.
Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now feature a wireless charging pad on
the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD models equipped with the 6.
Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in , GM offered an eAssist mild
hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic transmission and has the
same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became available nationwide and was also
offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high
output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly interior. Available on four-wheel drive
Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD
All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road
special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's high-level of refinement and technologies. All
Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a unique body-color grille surround, which flanks
a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear
bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black
accents, including belt moldings, front bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold
attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal
color touchscreen, Teen Driver, remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision
Camera, adjustable pedals, leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile
device charging. Sierra HD All Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong
engineering underneath its surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X
also includes the Z71 off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer
case skid plates, twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information
graphics in the Driver Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For
that year, Chevrolet has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck
series. There were several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series
shown in boldface. Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado
were introduced to commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the
Centennial Edition Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the
third-generation Silverado for , which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation
Chevrolet Silverado The first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the
second-generation Chevrolet Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic,
and and versions of the truck were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC also offered versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well,
and will do the same for , offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited.
The reveal of the all-new Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was
airlifted via helicopter onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck
owners and enthusiasts, as well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the
Silverado , multiple Chevrolet trucks of different generations were on display as well.
Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black
front fascia, black rear step bumper, black Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and
rear tailgate, gloss black-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered
suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center
fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal
unveiling of the Silverado took place at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit ,
Michigan on January 13, , exactly years after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on
January 13, Silverado has been launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim
levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and

Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power
windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview
backup camera system. Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS
navigation, SiriusXM Satellite Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a
Bose premium audio system with seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a
remote starter system, heated and ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and
heated rear seats. For , the Rally and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the
model year. The Midnight Edition features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels,
black dual exhaust tips, and black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree
have teamed up to produce a special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is
based on a Silverado Crew Cab Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree
camouflage graphics inside and out. The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC
Sierra offers a choice of six different engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base
engine on lower trim levels is the horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new,
horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims
is a horsepower, 6. An all-new, horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed,
8-speed, or speed automatic transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss
trims, and optional on all other Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6.
According to EPA ratings, rear drive Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now
be compatible in its infotainment system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado
models increase in payload up to 14 percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the
model includes an industry's first VIN -specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle
towing app on its GM infotainment system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet
Silverado counterpart by offering unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed
constructed from carbon fiber , a 3" x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror
backup camera system, and a luxury Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own
distinct exterior styling, though interior styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado
Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the
load stop or provide easy access to the bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains
include improved versions of the current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will
come as standard equipment on gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4.
All trim levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP ,
power windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear
view backup camera system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra regular cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable
in other trim levels in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards
fleet and commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black
front grille, black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks,
manual black side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup
camera and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a
split front bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome
Appearance Group 17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G
LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and
the Power Equipment Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side
mirrors, and cruise control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint
color. Major additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as
well as power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black
Metallic paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado
and Sierra pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly
named Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include
wireless CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were
also made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic
is a deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is

built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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full-size light-duty pickup truck gets a round of updates designed to add value and make it more
appealing in comparison to primary rivals from Ford and Ram. Highlights include a new
configurable tailgate the Multi-Flex that opens a variety of ways plus upgraded infotainment and
trailer-towing technology. There's also an adaptive suspension option for the top trim level that
should smooth out the ride quality. Chevy does give you a lot of choice for the Silverado It

comes in regular-, extended- and crew-cab styles with a short, standard or long bed. Eight main
trim levels are available, including the Trail Boss version that aims to capitalize on the lifted
off-road truck trend. Four engines are available too, including a diesel-powered six-cylinder and
Chevy's tried-and-true 5. Is the Silverado the truck for you? The Ram bests it in our expert
evaluation ratings, and Ford's new F looks like it has the potential to raise the bar for the whole
class. But check out our Silverado Expert Rating to learn more about this truck's pros and cons.
Like most full-size trucks, the Silverado is offered in varying cab and bed configurations
including two-door regular cab, four-door extended cab Double Cab , and four-door crew cab
with full-size rear doors and generous rear-seat room. Depending on cab selection, the three
available bed sizes are an 8-foot-long bed, a 6. Chevrolet also offers four available engines for
the Silverado We've noted which engines come standard on the particular trims but note that
you can commonly get a different engine as an option. Rear-wheel drive is typically standard,
with four-wheel drive being an option. Other Silverado feature highlights include:. Custom
Custom trim improves the Silverado's appearance and upgrades you to the extended- or
crew-cab configuration. It includes:. Custom Trail Boss The Trail Boss treatment equips the
Custom with the look and capability of an off-road truck by adding:. Chevrolet increased
standard equipment levels for most Silverado trim levels. Many features offered on upper trim
levels are available on the lower ones as packages or stand-alone options. Numerous trailer
monitoring systems that allow for trailer tire-pressure sensors or trailer rearview-camera
connections are also available. The Technology package LTZ and High Country only adds a
head-up display, a rear camera mirror, a degree parking camera, a bed-view camera and
provisions for two trailer cameras. Truck is surprisingly quiet but you can feel the torque while
driving it. Great truck with the upgraded engine 5. Why did GM discontinue navigation system
installs at dealers? Bought a custom Silverado dbl cab with the 2. This thing moves for such a
huge vehicle. Everything I could want or need in a basic truck is there, I was actually looking
into an f double cab but to me the blacked out Silverado custom appearance looked way cooler
and bigger for some reason. Looking forward to driving this thing for many years to come! The
Silverado is well equipped in even in it's basic trim. The build quality is great, ride and handling
are awesome and it feels like you are riding in a luxury car. Write a review. See all 5 reviews.
NOTE: This video is about the Chevrolet Silverado , but since the Chevrolet Silverado is part of
the same generation, our earlier analysis still applies. Outfitted with a lift kit and more
aggressive off-road tires, the Chevy Silverado Trail Boss is built for general purpose
off-roading. Carlos Lago explains what you should know about the Chevy Silverado in general
while reviewing the Chevrolet Silverado Trail Boss. And it's a pretty rad truck. Now, the
Silverado was redesigned and all new for But for , there's been a couple of updates and
changes. In this video, we're going to talk about what those are, and what you should know, and
also review this specific truck. Now for the sake of coming clean, I own a Chevy C That's the
truck that led to this one about 48 years ago. If that pegs your personal bias meter, you can deal
with that now. But for the rest of you, like, comment, subscribe, and visit Edmunds. Hi, there.
Modern trucks are really big, really tall. So Silverados for now have 6 available engine choices.
You start with the base V6. And then there's, yes, a turbocharged 4-cylinder just like you would
get in a compact economy SUV. But it's got horsepower, that 4-cylinder, which is more than
what my C10 made with its V8 back in '72, so don't laugh. Now, most Silverados will actually
have a 5. And that engine comes in a few different flavors. This, though, is the 6. It's the top dog
and probably the most desirable engine out of all the Silverados unless you really are in the
diesels. So it's the top dog, so we should probably first talk about fuel economy. And in this
configuration, with the crew cab, shortbread, you get about 17 mpg combined. And if you line
that up against the offerings from Ford and RAM V8 crew cab, short bed, same configurations,
four-wheel drive, the few economy is about the same. And that's kind of surprising, because
Chevy's touted this Silverado as a very fuel-efficient truck. It's got cylinder deactivation. It's got
stop-start. In fact, there's like 16 or 17 different patterns of cylinder deactivation that can
happen inside these engines. All save fuel. Why isn't the fuel economy better? Well, it's because
this engine is powerful, horsepower and or pound feet of torque, somewhere around there. And
that's more than what you get out of the comparable V8s in the Ford and the Ram. Ford has a
more powerful Twin Turbo V6 in the Raptor, but that's a different truck. We're talking about V8s.
And also there's a new F about to be announced. We're filming this before that announcement
comes out, so all this may change when that news comes out. Now, what you need to remember
is that, with that power becomes some additional requirements. And the key thing is, you have
to run premium fuel in this engine. The owner's manual actually recommends, for top
performance, that you run 93 octane. If you live in a state, like me, where you don't have access
to 93 octane-- the best we get in California and some other states around here is you can do
that. Just don't expect the most power out of this engine. But it'll be fine. Still worth it. We have

it here as the Crew Cab Short Bed configuration. Now, what makes it the offroad offering? Well,
you get a 2 inch lift kit. You get Rancho shocks. You get skid plates. You get hill descent
control. You get a 2 speed transfer case. That's gives you low range for crawling. And you get
an automatic locking rear differential. Now, this truck is black on black because it has the
Midnight package. And that gives you black wheels and black paint and black badges, except
for the 6. And you still want to show that off. When the Silverado came out in , when this
generation of it did, we were all kind of surprised and confused by the design. I've got to say,
though, in this configuration, this black with the red tow hooks, this has actually kind of grown
on me, the way it looks, with this lift, too. Now, wheels and tires, when you get the Trail Boss
package, you get the Z71 package, because Chevy option codes are very confusing to
understand. Here's what you need to know. You get 32 inch Goodyear Wrangler DuraTracs. This
is an on-road off-road dual purpose tire. And the tread blocks are actually pretty meaty. So
that's a nice thing to see on an off-road intended truck. And also, if we were to turn the wheel
and look behind here, you would actually see the Rancho shocks, which is pretty neat, because
they're bright red and white and have the word Rancho on them. And when you pay for
upgraded hardware, you want to be able to see it when you show it off to your friends. Get your
money's worth. Now, it's also cool to see, because that 2 inch lift is what gives this truck really
generous approach and departure angles. Now, what's an approach and departure angle? Well,
imagine it like this, if you're approaching a hill that's at a specific incline, the more aggressive
the incline, the more aggressive the angle of that hill, that means that chances are, you're going
to touch the hill with your bumper before you touch it with your tire, unless you have a really
high approach angle. And that means this bumper is going to get out of the way and let the tire
climb up. I mean, think about it like a line like that. The departure angle is the same for the rear.
Now, in the case of this Trail Boss, those figures are actually better than what you get on the F
and the Ram. The departure angle is actually the same on the Ram. But it's still competitive.
And that's impressive, because the Ram Rebel has an air suspension that can raise and lower.
And this doesn't, so that lift gets a lot of that work done mechanically without the need for an air
suspension. That's a really cool thing to have from the factory on your truck. The Silverado, just
like the F and the Ram, comes in three bed sizes. And this is the smallest one at 5 foot 8 inches.
Of the small bed offerings of all the major pickup trucks, this is actually the biggest by virtue of
it being longer and taller than what you get with the small beds on Ram and F Now, that has
pros and cons. Pros, you can fit more stuff. The con is that when the bed gets even taller with
the 2 inch lift, it gets harder to throw stuff in. I'm 5 foot The bed is basically up to my shoulder. If
you're shorter than me, that could be a problem. I do like, though, on the back of the Silverado,
the tailgate. It's not fancy folding or anything like that, but it is power release. And you can do
that with the key fob and inside the cab, too. That's really nice and controlled. We can also take
a minute to admire the cup holders, right here, very nice. But also, this is really light. That
makes it really easy to lift up and put back. Now, as we get back here, we can also talk towing
and payload. Chevy touts a max tow rating of the Silverado for about 13, pounds and a max
payload of 2, pounds. The reason you shouldn't care too much about those numbers is because
getting them requires getting a specific cab, bed, engine, option package, all that stuff. Most
trucks won't actually have those figures. Most Silverados don't. This particular truck, in this
configuration, has the max trailer tow package. And that's what gives you the trailer hitch and
the connectors, right here, which is nice and cleanly integrated. And as this truck is equipped,
the max tow rating is 9, pounds and the max payload is about 1, pounds. The first thing I
noticed when I hopped in this truck was the column shifter. That's great. I love it. It's how all
automatics should be. The thing you'll probably notice when you hop in this truck is this center
screen. It looks kind of small, doesn't it? Especially when you compare it to what you get in the
Ram, the optional 12 inch screen, which is like-- takes up that much space in that truck center
stack. This screen just looks small. It's actually 8 inches, which shouldn't be too bad. But I think
it's just the way it's positioned on the dash, which makes it look the way it does. The software
behind it works fairly well. I had no trouble with it during my drive. And that works flawlessly
when you get it all plugged in and set up, ready to go. And much like the screen being not the
most aesthetically pleasing but functional, the interior is pretty much the same way relative to
the Ram. This is a highly functional interior. Everything is laid out in terms of the way you would
expect, it just doesn't have that sense of refinement or polish that you get in the higher end
versions of the Rams, the Rams that cost about this kind of money. Storage is totally adequate.
You get double glove boxes. You have a big center bin here. But again, versus the Ram, the
center console in the Ram is a little bit better thought out, because it's got trays that slide up
and down and back and forth. This just has a deep bin and kind of a shallow bin. And this
storage for your phone, right here, that's not going to contain Arnie. He'll fall over as soon as I
accelerate. Let's talk about a few things I like about the Silverado though. And that's when you

get heated seats, you can opt to seat back and seat bottom or just seat back. That's nice. Get a
heated steering wheel, too. And I also like the additional controls you get on the back of the
steering wheel, volume up and down on this side and, I think track forward and back on the
other side. That's also a thing that, I think, Ram did first. But, hey, if it works, why not do it in
this truck too. As we get into the backseat, you see there's a ton of space back here. It's really,
really spacious in this back seat. For the three adults that you could fit across the back, what
are they going to face in terms of comfort and usability? Well, you got two more USB ports here,
again, a USB-C and an older type right next to it, 12 volt power outlet right there, two cup
holders with a little gap here for stuff, and then, in the center, you've got this flip down armrest
that has two cup holders and, it looks like, another phone holder. Let's do another Arnie
containment test. Arnie has been contained. Now, what I like about the storage in this truck is
that the seat bottoms on both sides flip up really easily. That's pretty nice. And they drop down
just when you pull it. Makes that storage really easy to access. Though there's no under floor
storage, what you do have on both outboard seat backs is a little container right there that's
definitely not for contraband. Stay safe, kids. Now, these seats don't recline, but there's enough
space where any average sized adult is going to be plenty comfortable back here. What we're
doing is to illustrate the effects that you get in a Trail Boss. I am in low range. I am in first gear.
I've got stability control off. So we found that the breakover angle is compromised by the
running boards. If you want a little bit more space to navigate over obstacles, don't get running
boards, or pull them off. That's going to give you a little more space. And over these bumps,
right now, what I want to demonstrate is how the rear differential truck works. A rear differential
locks the two wheels together, so they spin at the same rate. And a lot of-off road trucks, that is
activated manually. You press a button to turn it on. In the Chevy truck-- and it's been like this
for a long time-- this rear differential automatically locks. You don't need to hit a button or
anything. As soon as it senses slip in one wheel, it starts engaging clutch packs to make sure
the two wheels turn at the same speed. And that's can be good and bad, depending on your
preference. On one hand, it takes your input out of it. It just does it automatically. And on the
bad side, it takes your input out of it and does it automatically, whether you like it or not. It's
kind of up to you. And that is acceleration. Full stop. I'm going to stomp it. Let's see how it feels.
That sounds good, too, as it should, because when you pay for the engine upgrade, you should
be rewarded with the engine upgrade every time you stomp on the gas. And I'll say, at idle, this
engine's actually fairly quiet, disappointingly so, maybe a little bit. But when you step on the
gas to make a pass, when you step on the gas on an on ramp or just at a red light, you get
rewarded with that sound. And that's very delightful. Now, when it comes to other aspects of
drivability on this truck, really, the only thing you've got to be aware of is the road noise that
you get from these tires. When you go towards a more aggressive offroad tire-- not that this is
the world's most aggressive offroad tire, but one that has some off-road purpose-- you get a
little bit of tire noise. And that's just the name of the game. You can kind of hear it. I don't know
if you can right now through this microphone, but it's more pronounced than you would get
through a normal street tire. But that's just what happens. Now, drivability, ride comfort,
handling response are all fairly well-controlled for this kind of truck. Now, the Ram has a
smoother ride, because it has a rear coil spring suspension. These are on leaf springs for a
traditional truck set up, but it's far from uncomfortable. It feels like what you would expect from
a truck. Whereas, the Ram, it feels more like you would expect from a car-- an SUV. I don't know.
Something like that. This feels quite nice, though, for a truck. Visibility is also fairly strong even
though the dash is tall-- the dash is quite tall. And I have the seat as low as it gets. And I could
still have a fairly clear view through all the angles that I want to look. That being said, this is still
a comfortable and smooth driver. We haven't talked a lot about the speed automatic, because
most of the time, you don't even notice that it's there. And that's exactly what a good
transmission should do. The transmission in my C10 is a 4-speed, of which I use probably two
gears, three gears maybe, because first is the granny gear, really short gear. And that doesn't
give you an incredible ratio range. What it gives you are really tightly spaced gear ratios.
Downshifting from 10th to 9th gear is so slight, it's almost imperceptible. What's nice, though, is
when you're driving casually around town, the shifting isn't something you notice. I have no
idea what gear I'm in right now, when I'm in drive. If I roll in the gas, there's a downshift. But I
have no idea what downshift it was to. That's nice for driving around town. That's nice for
freeway use, because why do you want to pay attention when you're just commuting, when
you're just driving for pleasure or out of necessity. Now, when you put it in manual mode or low
mode, you can row through the gears just like you would expect using the column. But why do
that when you're just cruising? Like some other modern trucks, the 4-wheel drive selector in
this is interesting. If you haven't been in one of these trucks recently, let's give a brief explainer.
The truck keys up into 4-wheel drive auto. It doesn't keep into 2 high. What is 4-wheel drive

auto? Well, it's basically all wheel drive. This truck essentially has a center differential that can
control torque split so that it doesn't start like jerking around when you have it in 4-wheel drive.
When you put it in, you still have access to 2 high, 4 high, 4 low. When you put it into those
modes, it basically locks that center differential up and acts like a traditional 4-wheel drive
system. And it tends to give you the best of both worlds. New, for this year, on the Silverado is
adaptive cruise control. But this specific truck doesn't have it, so can't really comment on that.
Tough, but oh, well. Overall, the drivability in this truck is very strong. The comfort is fairly
solid. And I could totally, daily drive this thing, no problem. Just wish it had a more
sophisticated exterior camera system for parking. That'd be nice in Los Angeles. Probably no
something that people living in Idaho or Texas need to care about, but, hey, it is what it is. Now,
we currently have the Silverado ranked behind the Ram in our full size truck ratings. And that's
because, for the same money, the Ram has, in our minds, a better looking and more functional
interior, also a better ride, thanks to its rear coil spring suspension. Now, in the Silverado's
corner, it has a 6. I want that. I want this combination in the Ram. And though this interior isn't
as attractive, and slightly less functional, it's not bad. It gets the job done. So the question is, if
you're looking at one of these trucks, what is important to you? If you don't care about interior
richness, and you don't need that extra degree of interior functionality, this truck will certainly
get the job done. And when you find the place to use it you get to listen to that V8, which I'm
going to do shortly. That's a real good sound. The Ford F out-tows and out-hauls the Chevrolet
Silverado And we're talking about last year's truck. Completely redesigned for , the all-new F
takes its workday capabilities to new heights while upgrading the truck's cabin and technology
for added comfort and convenience when owners are clocked out. Plus, efficient yet powerful
hybrid and electric versions are coming soon. The GMC Sierra is the same thing as the
Chevrolet Silverado , but with different styling and packaging that is supposed to position it as
a premium choice. The GMC shares the same list of pros and cons as the Chevy, but it's
available with an exclusive carbon-fiber composite cargo bed that you can't get on a Silverado.
Otherwise, choosing between the two boils down to your personal styling preferences. With the
Ram , Fiat Chrysler has been nipping at the Chevrolet Silverado 's heels in the annual sales
race. That's for good reason. From its mild hybrid powertrains and useful RamBox storage to its
multifunction tailgate and sophisticated technology, the Ram is a truck to be reckoned with.
Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Ram Consumer ratings and reviews are also available
for the Chevrolet Silverado and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Silverado 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Silverado Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Chevrolet Silverado and all model years in our database. Our rich content
includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Silverado featuring deep dives into trim
levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert
ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews
and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing,
evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular
people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We
want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not
our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a
car that fits your life. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to
find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Chevrolet Silverado for sale near. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to
find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Chevrolet Silverado Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used,
and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like:
MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher

monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Silverado Select year - New - New. Other
years. Pros Several available powertrains for various towing and hauling needs Long cabin
provides excellent rear legroom Lots of in-bed tie-down points and massive bed capacity
Touchscreen display is attractive and easy to use Cons Interior design and cabin controls look
dated Most versions ride a little rougher than primary rivals Quality of some cabin materials is
subpar What's new Wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto now available New
multi-configurable tailgate option available early Upgraded trailer-towing camera technology
Most trims include more standard equipment Part of the fourth Silverado generation introduced
for The Chevrolet Silverado represents the status quo for a full-size light-duty truck. Its
acceleration and braking performance are pretty average, while comfort and interior
appointments are nothing special â€” at least not special enough to attract new buyers who
currently own competing trucks. We tested a Silverado crew cab High Country trim with the 5.
Acceleration and braking are average but totally sufficient for daily driving or towing. Our test
truck covered 60 mph in 7 seconds from a standstill at our test track. An equivalent F is a little
quicker, but there's nothing wrong with the Silverado's power. Around town, the transmission
shifts smoothly and makes the most of the engine's low-end torque. The truck tracks straight on
the highway, but the steering effort is a bit too light. Handling is secure, and body roll is held
nicely in check as you drive around turns. But midcorner bumps can upset the Silverado pretty
easily. Going off-road? The Silverado's seating isn't quite as plush as the seats in the F or Ram ,
but there's enough padding and support to keep you comfortable on long drives. The ride is
relatively smooth on the highway, and the truck ably absorbs most small impacts. But the truck
can get bouncy when you drive on roads that have a lot of bumps and dips. The climate system
can easily heat and cool the cabin, but operating it can be a little tricky because a lot of the
control buttons are small. We really like the optional ventilated and split-heated front seats
separate settings for the seatback and seat cushion , a GM-exclusive feature. Engine noise is
nicely muted until you go hard on the throttle, at which point it gets a bit unpleasant. The
Silverado crew cab has plenty of space for four or five adults, even tall ones. The back seat is
absolutely massive and offers lots of legroom. Getting in and out is relatively easy, but the rear
doors don't open as wide as we'd like. The power-adjustable seats have enough range of motion
to accommodate almost any driver, and the tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel offers plenty of
adjustment range. There's a familiar look to the layout of the controls; it's the same basic
design Chevy used in the previous-generation Silverado. They're easy to use but don't give off a
particularly modern vibe. Another demerit relates to visibility â€” the tall and broad hood and
thick windshield roof pillars impede your view ahead. The Silverado is available with a lot of
high-tech features. But the key word is "available. Considering the Silverado's size and weight,
the adaptive cruise system follows the vehicle ahead at an unusually close distance in the
shortest setting. The surround-view parking camera system is helpful, though the display could
stand to be sharper. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto come standard. We were able to connect
phones quickly and easily access music. We tested a 5. This configuration provided an
impressive 9,pound tow rating. The payload capacity for this truck was a similarly strong 2,
pounds. As for the bed itself, it's a bit longer, deeper and wider than its rivals, and it has more
tie-downs. The Silverado's boxy center console contains multiple pockets, but we'd expect
more space given that this truck has a column-mounted gear shifter. For family duty, the crew
cab's back seat has two sets of lower car seat anchors and three top tethers, so child safety
seats will fit in any of the three positions. But loading the seats, not to mention the kiddos,
might be difficult due to the truck's ride height. The Silverado High Country we tested had the 5.
We found that number to be reasonably achievable in the real world. The best fuel economy for
the Silverado comes from the available diesel-fueled six-cylinder. The Silverado isn't
outrageously expensive, but it is priced higher than its key rivals without offering any
advantage in features, style or interior quality. The buttons and dashboard plastics are similar
to those in the previous-gen truck: sturdy but somewhat cheap-looking. Chevy's warranty
coverage is average, though you do get the first scheduled maintenance for free. Full-size
trucks such as the Silverado aren't necessarily fun to drive. But with its commanding view of
the road, lots of towing power and a brutish front-end styling, the Silverado can put a smile on
your face. However, the interior looks dated and borrows many pieces and design cues from the
previous generation. It may or may not be a personality you want. Chevrolet builds a Silverado
for nearly any purpose, but the LT and LT Trail Boss trims are where style, value, equipment
and capability intersect. You can get the LT trim with extended-cab and crew-cab styles, four of
the Silverado's most appealing engines, and with a choice between cloth and leather seats. A

Safety package adds parking sensors and a blind-spot monitor system with rear cross-traffic
alert. Chevrolet also offers four available engines for the Silverado 4. Other Silverado feature
highlights include: WT The basic Silverado Work Truck has: V6 engine inch steel wheels
Locking tailgate Vinyl seat upholstery Rubber floor covering Air conditioning Power windows
and door locks 7-inch touchscreen Bluetooth Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone
integration Six-speaker audio system Custom Custom trim improves the Silverado's
appearance and upgrades you to the extended- or crew-cab configuration. It includes:
Body-colored trim inch aluminum wheels Remote engine start LED cargo bed lighting
Power-locking and power-release tailgate with assisted lift Power and heated mirrors Floor
carpeting Cloth seat upholstery Satellite radio capability Wi-Fi capability Trailering package
Hitch guidance lines for backup camera Custom Trail Boss The Trail Boss treatment equips the
Custom with the look and capability of an off-road truck by adding: Four-wheel drive Z71
off-road suspension package inch wheels with all-terrain tires Automatic locking rear
differential LT The Silverado LT builds on the Custom trim with: Turbocharged 2. The Safety
package II LTZ and High Country only includes everything in the standard Safety package
equipment plus: Adaptive cruise control maintains a driver-set distance between the Silverado
and the car in front Forward collision mitigation warns you of an impending collision and
applies the brakes in certain scenarios Lane keeping assist steers the Silverado back into its
lane if it begins to drift over the lane marker The Technology package LTZ and High Country
only adds a head-up display, a rear camera mirror, a degree parking camera, a bed-view camera
and provisions for two trailer cameras. Read more. Find savings on the Silverado for sale near
you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Silverado lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the
Silverado Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Silverado duramax 3. Check your
price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? Safety Alert Seat Buzzes the driver's seat when driving assistance systems determine
the driver needs to pay closer attention. Teen Driver Records how younger members of the
household drive the vehicle and provides a report card to parents upon their return home.
Chevrolet Silverado vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews.
The Edmunds experts tested the Silverado both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You
probably care about Chevrolet Silverado fuel economy, so it's important to know that the
Silverado gets an EPA-estimated 17 mpg. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the Chevrolet Silverado is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Silverado Look
for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the
Silverado 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if
you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Silverado is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team
reviewed the Silverado and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the Silverado is a good car for you. If
you're interested in the Chevrolet Silverado , the next question is, which Silverado model is
right for you? What do people think of the Chevrolet Silverado ? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet
Silverado and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Chevrolet Silverado ? Which Chevrolet Silverado s are available in my area? Can't find a new
Chevrolet Silverado s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Chevrolet Silverado ? Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up. Get
price. Our verdict. How does the Silverado drive? How comfortable is the Silverado ? How
economical is the Silverado ? Is the Silverado a good value? Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's
account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically
in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Door Assemblies. Do
95 mercedes c280
case backhoe wiring diagram
manual lockout hubs ford ranger
or Handles. Linear Actuators. Shaved Door Kit. Suicide Doors. Vertical Doors. Weather Strips.
Window Louvers. Windshield Wipers. Wiper Cowls. Doors are some of the most abused parts
on any vehicle. They get slammed, dinged, scratched and are used every time you go for a
drive. And, with our great selection you are sure to find the perfect doors for your needs. These
advanced materials dramatically reduce weight which can significantly enhance acceleration
and handling. They also add a unique custom touch to show vehicles. Installing doors can be a
tricky proposition. In order to ensure proper door gaps and fitment we highly recommend
having a professional body shop perform the installation. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer

Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media.
Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge
Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up.

